

Tarp medžio dirbiniių randama ir vienadžių, ir profesionalių padarytų dirktų (2 pav.). Aukštos technologinės kokybės dirbiniai naudojo specialią medieną. Lankus dirbo iš kulkmedžio, kuokas iš buko ir iš ažuolo, strėles iš šešiųmedžio bei lazdyno. Žvejybiniai kubilai iš elastingo ir kieto kulkmedžio (2, 6 pav.). Gręžių skersines dirbo iš uosio, dantis – iš kulkmedžio (2, 3 pav.), o rogių pavažis ir ekėlės – iš ažuolo.

Medžio rūšių naudojimas labai priklauso nuo vienos ar kitos rūšies gausumo atskirose vietovėse. Trūkstamą med. pakeisdavovo kitus; kaip tvarkyti bei iškelti parapratų gamino iš ažuolo, bet kartais iš buko, uosio, alskno (2, 1 pav.). Rankenai rankenos būdavo dirbami iš ažuolo, klevo, buko ir gluosnio (2, 1–2, 7 pav.). Šiaikus už kietų raštų daiktų Grožio Radeno darai iš kieto medžio – džiauziausiai kau- laviai, bet kartais šiaikus drožė ir iš minėtos medienos (2, 5, 5 pav.). Dirbinų medienos medžių buvo nustatytas Gudanske (IX–X a.), ir Novgorode (X–XIV a.). Cia irgi plačiai naudojatūs vietinės medžių rūšys: pušis ir egėlė (5, 3 pav.), tekinio ir iš klevo, uosio, alskno.


Ivairios rūšies amatininkai būrės svarbesnės regiono, ten atsidaro gerų prielaidos techniniams inovacijoms, buvo pradžiuojami praeiškio darbo ir gamybos technologijos žinios reikalavimo amatai, tokie kaip kaupio ir gintaro apdirbimai. Straipsnyje pateikta medžiaga rodo, jog medžio apdirbimo technika ir tam naudotos medžio rūšys atskiruose regionuose gali skirtis, tačiau bendriausi apdir- bimo būdai, dirbiniai formos ir dekoras yra panašūs, mažai kito laikui bėgant, ir gali būti įgintami su antrose nacionaliniu ar tolimesniu regionais.
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History of Research on the Ancient Latgallians

ANTONIA VILČANE

The Latgallians were a Baltic people, which can be traced with certainty to the area of eastern Latvia from the sixth - seventh centuries by their distinctive mortuary practices and grave goods.

In written sources the Latgallians are first mentioned in the early twelfth century in a list of inhabitants of the ancient Baltic, alongside the Old Prussians, Lithuanians, Semigallians, Couronians and the Livs in the ancient Russian Povest vremennych let ("Tale of bygone years"), compiled on the basis of earlier eleventh century ancient Russian chronicles (Mugurvičius 1995: 7), and it is mentioned that they speak a separate language. The Latgallians (Letti, Lethigall) are mentioned in the early thirteenth century in the Livonian Chronicle of Henry, where they are shown to have inhabited the areas of present-day eastern Vidzeme and Latgale (Indriķa kronika; 438).

Since written sources on the Latgallians are exceedingly sparse and the authenticity of some has even been questioned (Mugurvičius 1995: 7), the main source for research on the earliest history of the Latgallians remains archaeological, which began to accumulate in the middle and second half of the nineteenth century. The earliest research on the ethnic history of the Latgallians can be found at this time.

The first Latgalian burials were discovered 1837 at the Liv and Latgalian cemetery at Aizkraukle. This material was interpreted by Prof. K.F. Kruse of Darmstadt (Burk 1850) University, who considered the finds to be Norman-Venango artefacts (Kruse 1842). This view was refuted in 1850 by J. Bähr (Bähr 1850: 1-20). Later research by A. Bienenstein also showed that this assertion was unfounded, while R. Hausmann observed on the basis of archaeological material that Livs and Latgallians had lived together at Aizkraukle (Bienenstein 1892; Hausmann 1896, IX-LXXXV).

The establishment of the Statistical Commission of the Viiborsk Gubernia in 1853 was also of some significance for research on archaeological monuments, since archaeological monuments were reviewed in its annual reports by A. Sementovsky and A. Sapunov (Latvijas PSR arheoloģijā 1974: 10).

The first scientific research in the Latgalian area is represented by the large- scale excavations at Odukalns in Ludza District in 1861-1892 in the period leading up to the Tenth All-Russian Congress of Archaeologists. 338 burials were investigated under the direction of the Russian researchers J. Romanov and
V. Sizov. This research provided an insight into and rich archaeological data on the material culture and mortuary practices of the inhabitants of eastern Latvia between the seventh and twelfth centuries, although A. Spītins, who brought together the excavated material considered the cemetery to be a Liv monument (Cīmevs 1883).

The first serious discussions of the origin of the Baltic peoples appeared in the second half of the nineteenth century, when the geologist K. Greving put forward the hypothesis that Lithuanian-Latvian tribes arrived in the East Baltic in the fifth and sixth century AD from the east, as a result of pressure from the Slavs (Mugurvičs, Tautavičius 1978: 112). The German linguist and archaeologist A. Bezezenberger suggested the idea that the Baltic tribes had inhabited the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea from the Neolithic period (Mugurvičs, Tautavičius 1978: 112).

In connection with the preparations for the Tenth All-Russian Congress of Archaeologists, a review of archaeology in the Baltic was compiled by N. Harzun (Latvijas PSR arheoloģija 1974: 111). A. Bielenstein systematised the study of hilltops in Latvia and on the basis of written sources and linguistics established the extent of the areas inhabited by the Baltic peoples in the thirteenth century (Bielenstein 1899: 20-34; Bielenstein 1892: 74-101). R. Hausmann compiled a catalogue of artefacts and divided the monuments into two groups. He separated the Latvians from the Livs over the period from the eighth to the thirteenth century. In general the Latgalian material was not distinguished from material of the rest of the Baltic region and no specific features of Latgalian culture were identified (Hausmann 1896: IX-LX).

At the beginning of the twentieth century, in spite of new, successful excavations and additional archaeological material, reviews of Baltic archaeological material divide the East Baltic into only two cultural regions, associating the northern part with the Finns and the southern part with the Lithuanian-Latvian tribes (Hausmann 1908: 42-50; Ebert 1913: 528-559).

At this time F. Balodis began to study individual Baltic tribes (Bānņņ 1910: 12-36, 57-115). In a thesis defended at the Moscow Institute of Archaeology, Balodis distinguished two Lithuanian tribal regions - an eastern region (central Vidzeme, Latgale and eastern Kurzeme) and a western region (the western part of Kurzeme) - on the basis of earlier research by A. Bielenstein. The first region he associated with the Latgalians and Selonians, while the second he linked to the Semigallians. In a map compiled by Balodis, in the ninth-thirteenth century the Latgalian area covered the lands on the right bank of the River Daugava (Dūna, Divina): Latgale, central Vidzeme and part of northern Vidzeme, while the Selonian area was located on the left bank of the Daugava. This thesis also deals with the physical types represented by the Baltic tribes, mentioning the variety of opinions among researchers of the time. Turning to the description of Latgalian dress and ornaments, Balodis reflected the features that characterised Latgalian material culture in the ninth-thirteenth centuries. The limited amount of archaeological material, the lack of excavation technique and inaccurate recording were the reasons for the unfounded and erroneous interpretations of the material occasionally found in the study by Balodis.

In the nineteenth century and the first two decades of the twentieth, which is considered the Baltic German period in the history of archaeological research in Latvia, generally little attention was paid to the history of particular Baltic tribes.

This was a consequence not only of the tendentious approach of some scholars towards Latvian prehistory, but also of the small scale of excavation. A more complete picture of the local features of archaeological monuments in Latvia, the differences in mortuary traditions and grave goods appeared in the 1920s and 1930s, when Latvian archaeologists assumed the leading role in research and the scale of archaeological excavation at monuments of various periods increased significantly (Šnore 1938: 39-72; Latvijas PSR arheoloģija 1974: 11-12).

The discovery in Vidzeme and Latgale of Finnish cemeteries with stone settings was very important. These had been known in northern Vidzeme from the second half of the nineteenth century. The discovery of new cemeteries and excavations at such sites were important for establishing the ethnic boundaries of the Baltic and Finnish tribes and for the study of the mutual interaction of the two cultures.

Multiple-burial barrows from the Early and Middle Iron Age had also been insufficiently surveyed and studied in all areas of Latvia. Excavations at Gaillusion (īe District) and Rūsiš (Ruķi District) in Zemgale, at Slaits, sīre, Reizas, and Nauta (Sāvukra District), Mederiži (Rīt District), Lejasaliņi (Krape District), Usiņi (Kēpene District), Mīžentienas (Laudona District) and elsewhere in Aizkraukle and Vidzeme showed that there were no identifiable differences between the construction of barrow cemeteries in Aizkraukle and Vidzeme and provided a firm foundation for associating the central and eastern Latvian group of barrow cemeteries with the Selonians and Latgalians, and the western group with the Semigallians.

Excavations at Middle Iron Age sites made it possible to establish the time when barrows with multiple burials ceased to be used. In certain cases these were transformed into flat cemeteries. Also, the northerly migration of Latgalian tribes was identified. Important excavations were conducted at the flat cemeteries of Vidzeme and Latgale relating to the Middle and Late Iron Age: Aina, Avaga (Kārļi District), Kampas (Priekuli District), Krastpēni (Kapņi District), Maskava (Vīķi District), Dzērves (Mērsniece District), Jersika cemetery etc., as well as at barrow cemeteries that characterised the eastern part of the Latgalian area, the Rīte Iron Age: Kesteri (Liekpale District), Rīķope etc. More substantial excavations were also carried out at a few hilltops: Taniskalns, Dīgnaja and Jersika.

In the 1920s and '30s the view first expressed in the second half of the nineteenth century, that the ancient Balts inhabited the East Baltic from the Stone Age (Strumr 1926: 25; Baldris 1938: 45), came to be widely held. Thus, archaeologists based their work on the view that there was an uninterrupted development of Baltic culture from the end of the Neolithic onwards. H. Moora considered that the Balts as an ethnic unit became divided into separate tribes or tribal confederations during the first centuries AD (Moora 1938: 599-637, 656-682). This view was accepted by Balodis, who described changes in the area inhabited by the Balts during this time (Baldris 1938: 79-110). Ideas relating to the local characteristics of Early Iron Age sites, differences in mortuary traditions and grave goods, also took shape at this time. As a result, the view that there were two groups of Baltic cemeteries, a western and an eastern group, came to be generally accepted (Riekstīgs 1935: 5-19; Šnore 1938: 9-15, map 1).

More complicated was the question of the ethnic affiliation of the collective barrows of the eastern group and their relationship with the flat cemeteries of the Middle Iron Age.
In her discussion of the excavation material from the barrow cemetery at Slatelsis, E. Šnore noted the differences between the barrow cemeteries of the eastern and western groups and established that the cemetery was in use from the third to the eighth century AD, thus providing a foundation for the view that there was continuity between Early and Middle Iron Age material (Šnore 1933: 22-26).

A hypothesis expressed by the Lithuanian linguist K. Būga gained acceptance in the late 1920s: this stated that the ancestors of the Baltic peoples had once lived in the Upper Dnieper Basin north of the Priepet and had arrived in the East Baltic only in the middle of the first millennium AD. Under the influence of this view, F. Jākobsons considered that the Latgallians appeared in eastern Latvia in the sixth-seventh centuries. Jākobsons’s view was based on the appearance of new forms of artefacts in Latgallian flat cemeteries, which could not have derived from the artefacts uncovered at barrow cemeteries and on the superficial nature of the similarity of certain forms of artefacts, because there is no gradual transition showing the development of these forms. Jākobsons also noted that there was a certain time-gap between the two cultures, because the flat cemeteries can only be dated from the seventh century, while the use of barrow cemeteries had ceased earlier (Jākobsons 1928: 2-10). In the late 1930s E. Štūms also adopted this view. He justified his opinion on the basis that it was only in the sixth-seventh centuries that a form of cemetery and forms of grave goods appeared which are found throughout later Latgallian lands. Štūms also considered that the association of the Latgallians with the Barrow Grave Culture of the Early Iron Age is unfounded, since these barrows are almost unknown in Latgale. Linguistic research that showed the continuation of Selonian dialects into the area of the right bank of the Daugava in the River Venta territories supported this opinion. Štūms concludes that the incision of these dialects coincides with the area of distribution of the Early Iron Age barrows. Thus, the eastern group within the Barrow Grave Culture of the Early Iron Age was linked to the Selonians (Štūms 1936: 38062-38065).

R. Šnore considered that there was a continuity of Latgallian culture and stated that its course of development could be traced almost from the time of Christ, and that no definite links with earlier periods were visible due to the lack of archaeological material. She assumed that the eastern group of Early Iron Age barrows with the Latgallians, remarking that the ethnic characteristics are best seen in the regions of Jēkabpils and Madona (Šnore 1932-1934: 20270-20294). Moora also described the eastern group of the Barrow Grave Culture as one entity, without distinguishing Latgalian and Selonian sites, and he admitted that there was a certain similarity between Early and Middle Iron Age forms of artefact (Moora 1938: 693-637, 656, 682).

In the late 1930’s Balodis’s hypothesis, which differed from his initial views, prevailed. The Early Iron Age barrow cemeteries on both the right and left banks of the Daugava were associated with the Latgallians. The appearance of flat cemeteries in the sixth-seventh centuries was linked to the degeneration of the barrow cemeteries. The Selonians as an ethnic group no longer exist in maps compiled by Balodis (Balodis 1936: 81, 87). This view was reflected in an exhibition at the State History Museum of Latvia in 1937 (Latviešu kultūras senatne, VII–XII).

The accumulation of archaeological material in the 1920s and ’30s paved the way for important typological studies (Karrups 1928: 16-140; Šnore 1930), which provided a good chronological basis and laid a sound foundation for research on ethnic questions. The variety of different views on Latgallian ethnic history made clear the complexity of the problem and indicated the directions for future research.

After the Second World War, archaeologists paid much attention to excavations at Latgallian sites. Already in 1947-1948 under the direction of E. Šnore and J. Graudonis complete excavation took place of the cemetery in the village of Nuksas, Ludza District (218 burials). The material found during these excavations concerning mortuary practices, specific grave goods and the social and property relations in society are discussed in a monograph (Šnore 1957). At the same time E. Šnore began excavations at another cemetery in eastern Latvia, Kivište, which was completely excavated in the late 1950s, uncovering a total of 175 burials. The burial traditions and the development of the forms of grave goods could be traced over five centuries, from the seventh to the twelfth century. It is interesting that this cemetery was established on the former settlement site of a Finnish community, and this provided new information on ethnic processes in eastern Latvia during the second half of the Middle Iron Age. The material excavated at Kivište is also the subject of a monograph, which gives a detailed analysis of grave goods, the original forms, development and distribution of certain ornaments. The material from Kivište cemetery reflects ethnic processes in the transitional period from the Middle to Late Iron Age and shows the stability of mortuary practices over a long period (Šnore 1987a). In 1960 and 1961 excavations took place at Lejasdopeles cemetery. Ten barrows, with 42 burials were excavated under the Šnore’s direction. These excavations provided the first detailed picture of the differences between material culture and mortuary traditions between the Selonian and Latgalian burials, in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries (Latvijas PSR arheologija 1974: 226). In the early 1960’s large-scale excavations were directed by V. Urtans at Lejasbārši cemetery, where a total of 451 burials were uncovered. At this site it was possible to trace the development of flat cemeteries from the collective barrows with stone circles of the Early Iron Age. A similar picture emerged from the excavations by L. Vankina in 1961 at Bolži cemetery (Abel District), where a seventh-eighth century flat cemetery (bogic barrows) was excavated on the outside of the stone circle (Latvijas PSR arheologiija 1974: 149). In the 1970’s and 80’s large-scale excavations were also conducted by J. Apals at Liepīni cemetery (158 burials) (Apals, Apala 1974: 5-6), by J. Graudonis at Jaunākēni in Ergļi District (89 burials) (Graudonis 1973: 34-39) and by Z. Apala at Gužleri cemetery (160 burials) (Apala 1992: 8-15). In Latgale I.Kuniga carried out excavations at Kristapina cemetery, uncovering 258 burials (Kuniga 1988: 82). Excavations were conducted at Koknese cemetery in the boundary zone between the Latgalian, Selonian and Liv areas (162 burials) (Zelere 1980: 191). Excavations at cemeteries in various parts of Vidzeme and Latgale opened up considerable possibilities for comparing the material from cemeteries and to trace local characteristics of mortuary practices and grave goods in the Late Iron Age. It should be mentioned that most of the material recovered from cemeteries has only been discussed in articles on particular themes. Apart from the above-mentioned Nuksas and Kivište cemeteries and some cemeteries excavated on a smaller scale (Daugava Ogļenieki, Kalnieši and Radzes in Pļavnieki District and Beitei) (Šnore 1961: 49-54; Urtāns 1962: 37-57, Muģurēvičs 1977: 105-118; Šnore 1987b: 68-81) the rest of the excavation material still awaits evaluation.
The post-war years saw the successful continuation of pre-war research on Early Iron Age collective barrows with stone circles. Šnore excavated a whole series of these barrows both in Augstieze (Ratuln in Sauka District, Zvanžilj in Jekabpils District and Kunc in Sēlpils District) and in Vidzeme (Kalnabrict in Vercpiebalga District, Lejnieki in Mārciena District etc.). The material from the Early Iron Age barrows excavated by Šnore was brought together in a monograph which provides a detailed analysis of the ethnic processes in eastern Latvia in the Early and Middle Iron Age (Šnore 1993).

Also important for research on ethnic history were the excavations at Late Iron Age cemeteries in the eastern part of the area inhabited by the Latgallians (Danclovka, Cibla, Jaunpiebalga, Kuci, Cakuli etc.) (Latvijas PSR arheoloģija 1974: 224). The only differences between the flat and barrel cemeteries were the mound heaped over the deceased individual, and so there is no generally ac-
tended interpretation of these monuments.

The study of settlement sites has also been important for distinguishing ethnic characteristics. Excavations at hillforts, proto-urban sites and open settlements have made it possible to establish the forms and plans of dwelling and defensive structures, the economic activities and change over time. Of the more extensively excavated hillforts, mention should be made of Asote, Olyipālis, Lokstene and Kokno (Ulīpe 1961; Muguvečis 1977; Stubavs 1967: 35-38). Since 1990 excavations have been taking place at Jersika hillfort (Vicsāne 1996: 120-123). Some of the excavated hillforts have an important role in the economic and political life of the regions inhabited by the Latgallians, they were important administrative centres (Jersika, Kokno). Systematic treatment of the material obtained in excavations has supported the local view that the external form of a hillfort serves to distinguish the ethnic affiliation of the inhab-
ants (Balodis; Teikmanis; Kundyžs, Kundyžs 1928: 10-11). Since the above-
mentioned hillforts are concentrated along the River Daugava, particular atten-
tion should be paid to the excavations by A. Vasks at the Brikuli fortified settle-
ment, since this is the only completely excavated Latgallian settlement in the
north-eastern part of eastern Latvia (Vasks 1994). Lengthy excavations were con-
ducted by J. Apals at the Arali lake fortress, a special form of Latgallian settlement, where the remains of ninth- tenth century wooden structures were found (Latvijas PSR arheoloģija 1974: 14).

Archaeological excavations have led to the accumulation of an enormous amount of material relating to Latgallian material culture, mortuary practices, contacts with neighbouring peoples and social and ethnic processes in the area inhabited by the Latgallians. As mentioned above, part of the excavated material has been brought together in monographs or articles on specific themes. Some monographs deal with particular questions relating to Latgallian culture. The study by A. Zariņa "Ancient Latgallian dress from the seventh to the thirteenth centuries" (Zariņa 1970) involved systematic treatment of Latgallian dress and research into the methods of its manufacture and ornamentation. The mono-
graph provides a clear picture of ethnic traditions of dress manufacture, de-
scribes the common features and differences between Latgallian, Selonian and Semigallian dress and notes Slav influence.

The contacts between the Latgallian lands and neighbouring ethnic units are traced in a monograph by Ē. Muguvečis (Muguvečis 1965). Economic con-
tacts with territories inhabited by other ethnic groups influenced material culture, and in particular this may be said of the development and changes in orna-
ments, which are with justification considered an ethnic characteristic.

A review of Latgallian ethnic characteristics in terms of the burial traditions of the fifth to ninth centuries, the ornaments, weapons and tools buried along with the dead and the placement of the grave goods is given by V. Urtāns (Urtāns 1970: 61-83). These questions are discussed in a collective work on Latvian ar-
chaeology (Latvijas PSR arheoloģija 1974: 128-130, 171-172, 277-282) and in the above-mentioned publications on particular cemeteries. A more recent review of Latgallian burial traditions is to be found in an article by A. Radinš (Radinš 1993: 13-41, 1994: 9-28).

Research on the ethnic history of the Baltic tribes, including the Latgallians, became particularly active starting with the 1970's, when conferences on Baltic ethnic history, involving several republics, were organised (in 1977, 1981, 1985 and 1991). Important ideas concerning the Balts were also put forward at inter-
national meetings devoted to the Slavs and the Baltic Finns (Muguvečis 1996: 64).

The archaeological material confronted archaeologists with the difficulty of distinguishing the Latgallian and Selonian cultures and tracing the different routes of development of these cultures. In view of the information provided by written sources and the studies conducted by linguists, the term "Latgallian-Selonian tribes" was coined, the area inhabited by these tribes being taken to include all of the lands to the east of the Semigallians. One of the first to introduce this term was H. Moora (Moora 1952: 75-76, 81, 110; 1954: 6-22). Moora identifies the territory of the Latgallian-Selonian tribes in the Early Iron Age with the eastern group of the Barrow Grave Culture, i.e. Augstieze, south-western Vidzeme and the central and southern part of Latgale. The long continuation of collective barrows in this area, in comparison with the western group of barrows, is explained in terms of differences in the form of production and in the social relationships ensuing from this. Moora mentions the greater conservatism of Latgallian burial traditions as another reason for the comparatively long continuation of burials with multiple burials among the Latgallians.

In spite of the differences seen in burial traditions, grave goods and their placement in the grave, V. Urtāns also did not recognise distinct Selonian and Latgallian cultures (Urtāns 1970: 67-76). He related the appearance of flat cemeteries in the sixth and seventh centuries to the immigration of new inhabitants - the Latgallians. The kinship and common cultural aspects linking the newcomers and the old inhabitants meant that in general the same forms are found among grave goods as are known from burials dating from the time of Christ onwards. Urtāns explained the continued presence of Selonian dialects on the right bank of the Daugava in terms of the initial numerical superiority of Selonians in these areas.

Anthropological research casts doubt on the validity of the term "Latgallians-
Selonians" (Jekobs 1964: 19-30; 1990: 35, 46, 68-70), showing the heterogeneity of the people of this culture in terms of physical anthropology. It has been found that the people of the Barrow Grave Culture were of narrow-faced anthropological type, and evidence of this type has been obtained at the eleventh-thirteenth century cemetery of Lejzaspes, which is considered a Selonian cemetery. On the other hand, the craniodental material from seventh-twelfth century burials at Latgallian flat cemeteries indicates a broad-faced physical type, which in addition is not
homogenous over the whole area of distribution of these cemeteries. The Latgalians of Vidzeme are characterised by a very robust broad-faced anthropological type, the origins of which are sought among the tribes in Lithuania in the fifth-eighth century who had flat cemeteries. A lower degree of robustness has been found among the Latgalians of Latgale, at cemeteries of central and southern Latgale. Closer analogies for this type can be found with the Kriviches of Polotsk. A third type is represented in the early burials from the seventh-eighth century and its origins are not associated with the Balts, but rather with Finnish elements. In linguistic research one can also find evidence that the Latgalians and Selonians had different courses of development. Linguists have repeatedly drawn attention to the distinctive features of the Selonian dialects and pointed to the correspondence with the areas of distribution of the early burials, noting that the simultaneous existence of burials and flat cemeteries in the River Alviekske Basin reflects the co-existence of Selonians and Latgalians (Ancitis; Jansons 1963: 52-56; Rudzite 1964: 408, 409). The latest phonetic, morphological and lexicological studies testify to the presence of the Selonians on the right bank of the Daugava, and this leads to the question: When did the Latgalians and Selonians merge? (Pykare 1990: 159-163). The Lithuanian linguist V. Mazulis has put forward interesting ideas on the areas of the dialects of the ancient Baltic language. Here we also see differences: the Latgalians are associated with the central area, while the Selonians are linked to the peripheral area (Mazulis 1981: 102-103).

Interpretations of the differing features of the Selonian and Latgalian cultures are also to be found in the works of archaeologists. In a study of tanged iron spear-heads with bars in Latvia, M. Algazis came to the conclusion that some sixteenth-century types of such weapons could help to distinguish a Selonian and Latgalian burial. He found that the distribution of some of these types of spears coincides with the area of the eastern group of second-sixth century burials and the area of Selonian dialects (Algazis 1980: 97-98, fig. 4).

On the basis of the concentration of burials in the area of Selonian dialects (70) and the small number of burials (5) outside of this area, A. Stubbavs considered these sites to be Selonian. The similarity between the culture of the Alviekske Basin and Latgalian culture is explained through the rapid development of Latgalians into the area inhabited by the Selonians (Stubbavs 1981: 48-52).

J. Graudonis has indicated the possibility of distinguishing the Selonians as the people of the East Latvian Barrow Grave Culture on the basis of the specific features found in south-eastern Latvia in earlier periods (Latvijas PSR arheologistis 1974: 130, fig. 5).

Šnore has always defended the idea that the Latgalians originated from the culture characterised by burrows with stone circles (Veciņa, Graudonis; Šnore 1964: 8-9; Šnore 1993: 79, 87; Latvijas PSR arheologistis 1974: 171; Šnore 1985: 39-46). Her ideas are based on the conclusion drawn by several researchers that separate Baltic tribes had not yet formed in the Early Iron Age. The concentration of Early Iron Age burrows in the area of a geographical feature, the Selonian Bank, and the hydronymic containing the roots "seli" and "lati" in the area of present-day eastern Lithuania are indications of the route along which the ancestors of the Selonians and Latgalians entered the eastern part of Latvia. The Selonians settled in Vidzeme, while a proportion of the newcomers settled to the east of Lake Lubana where linguists have found the non-Selonian dialects of the Augszeme dialect and where a few Early Iron Age burrows and stray finds have been recovered, indicating destroyed burrows. The Middle and Late Iron Age burials found in certain Early Iron Age burrows characterised by similar mortuary practices and grave goods are considered by Šnore as evidence of uninterrupted cultural development. Šnore considers that the study of ethnic processes in eastern Latvia should take into account the role of the Striated Pottery Culture and the Baltic Finns. A shortcoming of E. Šnore's version is that, in spite of the very convincing arguments for continuity in Latgallian material culture, it does not fully explain the heterogeneous character of the Latgalians in terms of physical type.

Anthropologists have also discussed the question of Latgalian ethnic origins. R. Denisova has shown that the craniological material does not support the origin of the Latgalians from the Barrow Grave Culture. R. Denisova finds the beginnings of Latgalian ethnic origins in areas outside of Latvia (Denisova 1990: 79-81). In her view, migration processes in Lithuania, which were caused by the Great Migrations in Europe, led to the arrival of new tribes in Latvia from the east (south-east). Around the sixth-seventh centuries, these tribes established flat cemeteries in Augszeme, south-eastern Vidzeme and western Latgale. In terms of physical type they resembled the tribes of central Lithuania. On the other hand, the similarity between the Latgalians of eastern Latgale and the Krivichi of the upper Daugava led Denisova to conclude that the eastern Latgalians arrived in Latvia from northern Belorussia. The rapid increase in the number of flat cemeteries in Vidzeme and Latgale in the ninth-tenth centuries is linked to another episode of immigration of tribes into central and eastern Lithuania, which had the result of again forcing the robust broad-faced type into Latvia.

A. Vasks considers that there is no foundation for the view that the Latgalians are immigrants. He regards them as having formed locally in eastern Latvia, in a process of ethnogenesis that involved several components with varying origins: people of the Barrow Grave Culture, Eastern Baltic tribes from Lithuania belonging to a broad-faced type, Baltic Finns and descendants of the Striated Pottery Culture people (Vasks 1997: 67).

The idea of a local origin of Latgalian culture is also supported by A. Radins (Radins 1994: 18-25). He considers that the Flat Grave Culture developed in the fifth-seventh centuries on the right bank of the Daugava to the west of the Alviekske through the interaction of the people associated with the south-western (Semenigalian) and southern (central Lithuanian) flat cemeteries, which finds confirmation in the anthropological material, these being the robust narrow-faced and robust broad-faced types. From the area of their development the flat cemeteries came to be distributed further east, in Latgale. When they spread among the Baltic Finns they also integrated components of this ethnic group, as well as the descendants of the Striated Pottery Culture in south-eastern Latvia. Latgalian culture became fully developed in the eighth-ninth centuries with the arrival of new Eastern Baltic tribes in Latgale. At this stage a movement in the opposite direction began, from east to west, consolidating the whole of present-day eastern Latvia and assimilating the Selonians. This model of Latgalian ethnic origins deals with the discrepancies between archaeological, linguistic and anthropological approaches.
J. Ciglis has also expressed his view on the development of Latgallian culture, but unfortunately, apart from his opinions on south-eastern contacts and the possible influx of people from these areas during the formation process of the Latgallians (Lermec 1996: 87-88), his ideas have not been published.

Two forms of burials with similar grave goods are found in the area inhabited by the Latgallians in the Late Iron Age: flat cemeteries and barrow cemeteries with single graves. The question of the origins of the barrows has not been resolved. Until now researchers have maintained the view that these developed through the influence of the eastern neighbours of the Latgallians. This view was expressed in the 1920s and ‘30s in Baldonis’s work (Latvijas arheoloģija 1926: 88; Baldonis 1938: 184). H. Riekstiņa, in his discussion of forms of burials and mortuary practices in the Iron Age, has also accepted this view (Riekstiņa 1935: 49). R. Šnore also considered that the Latgallians derived the form of the barrow from the Slavs, while the burial traditions and grave goods remained the same (Šnore 1933-1934: 20292).

More excavation work at these sites and the accumulation of archaeological material from the whole of the area inhabited by the Latgallians has not served to alter his view on the origin of the barrows. Moora discussed the appearance of the barrows as a tradition borrowed from the Slavs (Moora 1952: 149), while E. Šnore describes these barrows as a foreign characteristic and entertained the possibility that there were Slav immigrants in eastern Latvia who had become assimilated into Latgallian culture (Latvijas PSR Arheoloģija 1974: 171). V. Sedov considers that those buried in the sixth-eighth century barrows were descendants of the Kricivci who had pressed into eastern Latvia and had assimilated, as well as people of mixed Latgallian-Kricivci birth (Coppe 1987: 362).

Ideas about the origin of the Latgallian barrow graves have most recently been put forward in studies by R. Rads. He established that most of the Latgallian barrow graves are located in eastern Latvia, where in the period before the area of distribution of Latgallian flat cemeteries lay adjacent to cemeteries of various forms belonging to various ethnic groups, as well as along the margins of the area of Latgallian sites. In view of the chronological and ethnic diversity of barrow graves, he rejects the view of the barrows as a group of monuments linked to the Kricivci. In his opinion the barrow cemeteries developed under the influence of those Eastern Balts who were pushed westwards by the Slavs. Rads considers that the broadening of the distribution of barrow graves westwards in the eleventh century may have been the result of socio-political motives: the spread of Orthodox Christianity and the process of state formation (the Latgallian land of Lotola) (Rads 1994: 11-18).

The earliest history of the Latgallians comes to an end with their participation in the process of ethnogenesis of the Latvian people. It became possible to study questions of the consolidation and assimilation of the separate peoples inhabiting the area of present-day Latvia in the post-war period with the accumulation of a large body of material from settlement sites and cemeteries, dating back to the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries (Latvijas PSR arheoloģija 1974: 285, 295-296, 320-322). The disappearance of specific and local Latgallian features has been traced by Mugurēvičs on the basis of archaeological material (Mugurēvičs 1981: 33-35), while written sources have been analysed from this point of view by T. Zeldis (Zeldis 1980: 57-61). These studies have led to the conclusion that the Latgallians not only gave their name to the Latvian people, but also played the leading role in the process of development of the Latvian people, which was a consequence of several factors: superiority in terms of area and population, a high degree of political organisation etc. (Mugurēvičs 1987: 84; Ebert 1990: 59).

A great deal of work with similar grave goods has been found in the field of Latgallian ethnic research, both in terms of bringing together and systematising of material, and in analysis of this material. However, the research to date does not cover all of the complicated developments in Latgallian history. This research has indicated the need for thorough and detailed analysis of the relationships between earlier cultures, the contacts between various neighbouring tribes, cultural interaction, population migration and the assimilation processes of various ethnic elements. The study of Latgallian ethnic origins should be based not only on archaeological material, but should also make use of the possibilities offered by the fields of linguistics and anthropology. It is important that studies of the role that the Latgallians played in the development of the Latvian people should cover specific features related to the geographical and chronological extent of this process.
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Latgalių tyrinėjimų istorija

ANTONIJA VILCANE

Santrauka

Latgaliai, viena iš baltų genčių, gyvenęs ūkinėje Latvijoje, raštingi ir šaltiniuose minimi II a. pradžioje.


Latgalių istorijos tyrinėjimai toliau turi remtis ne tik archeologine medžiaga, bet taip pat lingvistiniais ir antropologiniais duomenimis. Svarbu, kad latgalių vaidmuo latvių laisvės raidoje būtų gerai ištyrinėtas.

Vertė V. Kazakevičius
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